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CKC Art Integration Plan: Executive Summary
The CKC Art Integration Plan is an extension
of to the CKC Masterplan. Just as the CKC
Masterplan guides today’s physical changes
on the corridor as well as long term planning
for the corridor, it is the intent that this Art
Integration Plan do the same, helping to
inspire and shape decisions for ephemeral and
permanent art on the corridor while protecting,
preserving and enhancing its scenic and
environmental features now and into the future.
While the CKC Master Plan addressed art as
an exceptional opportunity of the corridor’s
experience (Section 4.4, Page 43), it only
scratched the surface of how art can be
a catalys t for shaping the CKC. T his Art
Integration Plan, resulting from arobust public
process and community input that was overseen
by the Cultural Arts Commission, builds off of
the Masterplan, a compendium of how art can
be realized on the corridor. Highlights of the
AIP include inspiration gleaned from community
members and other cities, best management
practices, and funding strategies.
The Art Integration Plan (AIP) consists of
several chapters, one building on the next, to
develop art on the CKC.
•

Big Ideas: The first chapter is an introduction to
the CKC, the role of the Art Integration Plan, and

how art can shape both the CKC and the city as a
whole.
•

Outreach and Input: Next is a summary of how
the community shaped the plan, and the unique
opportunities of Kirkland and its residents to shape
and be shaped by art. And, it describes how art
can be shaped to be unique to, and reflective of
Kirkland.

•

S trategies: P rovided are a series of broad and
specific strategies to shape art on the corridor,
and how to develop art on the corridor starting,
with both modest and temporary art interventions,
growing to ambitious and community defining
installations is presented. One such ephemeral art
project is currently planned.

•

Action: Guidance for how the City and community
should manage and invest in art on the corridor,
including regulatory issues, CKC specific art
considerations, and the city-wide arts policies that
governs art decision making.

•

Appendices: The AIP is completed with a
scrapbook of a few ideas and opportunities, as
well as a detailed summary of public engagement
efforts.

The Cross Kirkland Corridor Art Integration Plan is
the next step in moving the city’s vision for their
new, cherished corridor forward to be the Civic
treasure loved by the city’s residents and sought
after destination drawing visitors to Kirkland!
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1.1The Cross Kirkland Corridor (CKC)
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The Cross Kirkland Corridor (CKC) is 5.7
miles long and transects the City of Kirkland, Washington. It was once a critical
transportation link as a railway that helped
build the communities east of Lake Washington. Today, it is being reborn as a multiuse trail. As part of the 42-mile Eastside
Rail Corridor (ERC), the CKC is a critical
regional treasure.

The City of Kirkland acquired the corridor
in 2012 and developed the Cross Kirkland
Corridor Master Plan to guide its rebirth
from a defunct rail line into a critical source
of civic vitality for a City facing an expanding population and shrinking open space.
The CKC traverses the heart of Kirkland
and stitches together diverse neighborhoods and landscape conditions with
sensitive interventions that are rooted in
place. The master plan delivers both vision
and technical reference to guide the City
in successfully transforming one, formerly great, piece of industrial infrastructure
into a new model of civic infrastructure to
last the next 100 years and recalibrate how
Kirkland lives and works.
The City has moved forward to claim the
CKC as a civic open space and active
transportation connection, starting with
the construction of an interim trail that
opened in Spring, 2015. Countless commu-

nity access and improvement projects are
drawing more people to use and enjoy the
space. E ven as the CKC is now a treasured
community asset, there is more it can do to
serve and shape Kirkland.
The Cross Kirkland Corridor Art Integration
Plan describes how art on the CKC can add
a new layer of interest and attraction to the
corridor and how the CKC can shape the
broader community as a cultural catalyst.
Beyond shaping the City for those who live
here, art has the power to draw visitors
to the City. It can be a tool for economic
development and is arelatively modest
investment for a very high return. Art on
the CKC and in the whole City can positively shape perceptions of Kirkland in the eyes
of its residents and visitors.

BIG IDEAS
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1.2 Role of the Art Integration Plan
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Art brings something different….
The 2014 Cross Kirkland Corridor Master Plan guides decision makers, designers and
private developers with a vision to move the CKC forward to funding and realization. Art
was addressed in the master plan as a priority to shape the corridor experience and as a
catalyst to move it forward to engage and shape the community. While the master plan
identified the opportunity for art and provided high-level guidance, it did not include a
full art plan for the CKC. With the success of the master plan, the interim trail construction, and new emerging projects along the corridor, now is the time to proactively invest
in art opportunities on the CKC.
The role of this Art Integration Plan is twofold: to inspire the opportunities for art on
the CKC (and beyond) and to provide guidance to the City on how to facilitate and
manage art on the corridor.

Inspiring art!
At its best, art is not a dictated solution, location or element, but rather a process
led by an artist to solve a problem that, perhaps, no one had seen or knew was
there to be solved. The Art Integration Plan does not seek to dictate what art should
be, but rather serves as a tool to facilitate and inspire artists to bring something
different.

Guiding art policy!
This Art Integration Plan does not exist in isolation. While it focuses on the CKC, it is
supported by existing arts infrastructure and City policies. This includes prescribed
art policies overseen by the Kirkland Cultural Arts Commission (KCAC), a group of
dedicated volunteers who act as advocates and oversight for art in the City at the
pleasure of the City Council. The KCAC shaped this Art Integration Plan, which, in
turn, will provide guidance to the KCAC as it promotes and facilitates a growing arts
culture.

BIG IDEAS
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1.3 Shaping City Culture
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Corridor =Physical

+
Community =Cultural
The CKC is an amazing place physically as it fluctuates between
urban and naturalistic landscapes, vast regional views and quiet
introverted experiences. The Art Integration Plan will help accelerate
the transition already underway. The corridor will move beyond
a physical place to become a cultural place used by the citizens,
loved and defended by advocates, and increasingly reflecting
the community and its values. At its most ambitious, the CKC will
become a sought-out destination for visitors because it reflects the
forward-looking culture of Kirkland. More than shaping a physical
space, it shapes culture and people on a personal and meaningful
level.

BIG IDEAS
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1.4 Reaching Beyond the Corridor
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Art,
the CKC and
Kirkland Culture!
Although the CKC is a relatively narrow greenway, it has a value far beyond
its location and physical presence. It transects and ties together most of
the City and its neighborhoods. Like the corridor itself, the Art Integration
Plan has the ability to impact more than its geographic limits. The ideas,
strategies, passion, and energy resulting from this process and contained
here have the opportunity to shape Kirkland’s arts and culture.

BIG IDEAS
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Along its 5.7-mile route, the
CKC has multiple intersection
crossings, street ends, formal
and informal access points.
Each of these are entry points
to the corridor and present
and opportunity for intuitive
wayfinding and branding
through art.
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1.5 Art as a Catalyst
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Art on the
Cross Kirkland Corridor...
Now and in the Future,
In Forms both

Simple and Elaborate,
always Uniquely Kirkland!
Now … simple:
Kirkland has arts advocates, arts
organizations and artists that
shape the community today.
Empower and utilize these
resources now to expand the
presence of art on the corridor
(and beyond), amplifying the
impact and visibility of art in the
community. Leverage today’s
resources to make art a catalyst
on the CKC.

Future … elaborate:
Harness the power, ideas and excitement of building
momentum around art on the CKC and arts community
to grow arts advocacy in Kirkland. Grow the arts
as a civic value, a distinguishing and recognizable
feature of the city. Reach beyond the traditional
arts community to recreation interests, tourism and
economic development interests and others who have
an interest in the reinvention of the corridor and could
get behind art opportunities. Make arts an expectation
and point of pride for the larger public. As the value
and expectation of art grows, so too does support for
the arts and the ambitions for how art and artists can
be empowered to respond to and shape city culture.

BIG IDEAS

Uniquely Kirkland: Art on the CKC should be shaped
by and inspired by place.
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2.1Reflecting the Community
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A plan shaped by the
community,
to reflect
the community...
The Art Integration Plan has been crafted through a community effort and
powered and populated by passionate individuals and organizations. I ts creation included several events facilitated by the City art planning team and the
KCAC, presented by Berger Partnership, which gathered ideas, themes and
strategies for art on the corridor.

OUTREACH & I N PUT

F i rst public outreach session on November 16, 2015
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2.2 Inspiring Art on the CKC
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Imagining art on the CKC: The initial community event
focused on sharing and inspiring the possibilities of what
art on the CKC could be—the many forms of art, the
unique opportunities of the site, and the unique qualities
of Kirkland. Arts and heritage supporters shared their
observations and ideas through conversations facilitated
by the KCAC and through post-it notes in response to
inspiration boards and questions.
A more detailed report on inspirations from this meeting
are included in Exhibit A in the appendix.

OUTREACH & I N PUT

F i rst public outreach session on November 16, 2015
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2.3 Strategies & Ideas for Art on the CKC
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Strategies and ideas for art on the CKC: A second phase
of community engagement shared distilled strategies and
opportunities for art with the public to further hone and
prioritize. In addition to strategies, ahost of arts ideas
from vague to specific were shared, many of which have
found their way into the scrapbook near the end of this
document.
A more detailed report on inspirations from this meeting
are included in Exhibit B in the appendix.

OUTREACH & I N PUT

Second public outreach session on January 20, 2016
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2.4 What we Learned
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What makes
Kirkland Special?
It was a wonderfully impossible question to ask, and there was, of course, a range
of great answers that reflected a wide variety of observations and perspectives.
This is a great starting point for art on the CKC—a lens artists can look through as
they shape art uniquely inspired by the corridor and City.

OUTREACH & I N PUT

21
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3.1Embracing all Art
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Empower Art in
all its Forms!
Empower art in all its forms! An emerging theme in this process, and atrend in
public art, is to take a broad view of all that art can be. While permanent sitespecific installations will clearly be part of art’s presence on the corridor, so too
should other forms of art: ephemeral, digital, temporary, curated, performance,
site specific, environmental, and more. One unique opportunity for art is to
celebrate the CKC’s active transportation use and invite mobile art that can move
and stop along the corridor. Mobile art could even become a Kirkland ambassador
by moving to and through other communities along the Eastside Rail Corridor.
Embracing art in all its forms will enrich the CKC and facilitate the realization of
art.

ST R A T EGI ES

curated
performance

environmental
ephemeral

digital
site specific
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3.2 Honor the Corridor
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The corridor is an exceptional place physically and culturally. However, the more cherished a
space becomes, the harder it is to manage it in a way that honors the qualities that make it
special.
What is and is not art? Art can be subjective. It is aprocess and aphysical object that comes
from an artist who is empowered to bring something different. Avoid the trap of calling
something art to mitigate, enhance or solve a design challenge/shortcoming or to try to utilize
art budgets to solve non-art issues. Being overly prescriptive with art to mitigate design issues
typically results in an “applied” layer of art that risks becoming predetermined decoration.
This is not desired for the corridor because it lacks the aspirational qualities to truly shape
Kirkland’s culture.
Public art with a capital “P”: The CKC aspires to be a home to public art shaped by, owned
by, and crafted through a lens of the City and community. While there is the possibility of
incorporating art that has been collected or commissioned privately, this work inherently risks
being less reflective and pertinent to the place and community that are the CKC.
Interpretation vs. art: One of the great opportunities of art on the corridor is to interpret
history and place. However, it is the artist’s prerogative, through adeliberate and genuine
process, to craft their interpretation. Interpretation cannot be dictated to the artist, as that
would impact the quality and authenticity of the art.
Gifted art: There is alikelihood that residents may generously choose to gift or donate
artworks to the corridor. While born of a genuine generosity, such gifts should be carefully
vetted by the KCAC, CKC Service Team (and other City staff) in accordance with this report
and other art and culture guidelines. This Art Integration Plan recommends accepting donated
art only in limited situations, with a thorough vetting to assure they are of true “public art”
value. As conditions of accepting donated art, the City should have arobust agreement that
gives the City full control over the art’s siting and management, be it on the CKC or elsewhere.
Avoid art that comes with “strings attached.”

ST R A T EGI ES

3.2 Honor the Corridor
“Volume” of art: The corridor comes with a wide variety of physical spaces, including iconic
regional views (Houghton Porch), introverted naturalistic landscapes (Highland Pass), and
underutilized urban fabric (PARMAC and undercrossings). Art too comes with a range of
physical qualities, from iconic and stand-alone (high column) to integrated and subtle (low
volume). It is important that art respond respectfully to the natural qualities of its physical
setting to enhance and not detract from the space. For example, at the corridor’s most iconic
and cherished places, art should be lower volume, subtly integrated into an already great
place, complementing but not competing for attention. In areas that are less special, still in
transition or in need of enhancement, art can be bolder, higher in volume, and the catalyst for
change to improve the CKC experience.
Quantity of art: The corridor can accept limitless amounts of ephemeral or managed shortterm art because it is not permanent. However, manage permanent public art so that it does
not over-occupy the corridor—a welcomed challenge, as it will represent the ultimate success
in arts advocacy and funding.
Beyond art: The goal of this Art Integration Plan is to accomplish everything through alens of
art and creativity to guide the artful development of the corridor. Art cannot be considered
in a vacuum, but rather in the context of other built and engineered realities. Just as with art,
avoid over-populating the CKC with too many types or instances of furnishings (benches,
trash/recycle receptacles, bike racks, etc.). Select furnishings through a deliberate, holistic
process. They can become an art opportunity as well. Vigilance will be required to keep the
corridor the rich, uncluttered public space it is today.
Community to curate using the KCAC…..
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3.3 Building on the Character of the Corridor
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A guiding principle to the Cross Kirkland Corridor Master Plan was identifying and leveraging the
many unique character zones that exist along the corridor today, with the intent of preserving and
strengthening them as the site develops. Art on the CKC should build on and highlight the unique
qualities of each character zone. A key consideration is to complement, but not compete with,
the unique characteristics of each place. Art may, in certain places, become iconic, while in other
places it may be more appropriate for art to be a subtle, hidden discovery. The tone of all art on
the CKC is one of respect for this place …artists should leverage their unique perspectives and
skills inspired by the corridor. A predetermined agenda should not be imposed on the corridor, but
rather be shaped by and respond to this unique place.

BIG IDEAS

3.3 Building on the Character of the Corridor
Informational signageand
wayfinding

Meadow
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Restroomfacility
Shared use path

Nativegroundcover and
shrubs

Elevatedcrossing of NE
68th St.
Sidetrail
LakeViewvista
Seating

Yarrow WoodsTower and
elevator connection
Trail alert bands

Accent planting

Activated corridor edgeand connection to
Houghton commercial area

Mixing Zone

Yarrow Woods

Houghton Porch

Convergence Zone

A naturalistic, inward focused
section of the trail, art can be subtly
integrated into the landscape
or be a welcomed juxtaposition,
responding to the naturalistic
character and green vegetation with
interventions that acknowledge the
unnatural realities of the corridor.
Imagine:

An extroverted section of the trail,
with westward facing views of
Lake Washington, Seattle and the
Olympics. Art should not compete
with these views, and instead be a
more subtle and enriching element
on this stretch. Picture this:

An area infused with activity from
its adjacent neighbors; park, school,
and technology and commercial
businesses. There are countless
opportunities for art that leverages
the density of activity and visitors
with fun, playful and magnetic art.
Opportunities include:

•

Art as the CKC’s southern portal at
108th Avenue.

•

•

The Yarrow Woods Tower should not
merely have art integrated, but could
be an object of art.

•

The Cochran Springs Perch welcomes
art as storytelling.

•

•

Storytelling integrated into proposed
micro shelters.
Paving in-lays in trails or seating eddies
that literally or abstractly connect this
place on the CKC to the more distant
landscapes.
Celebrating Kirkland’s connection (via
The Lake Washington Shipyards) to the
region’s maritime history.

•

The reimagined trestle crossing 68th,
experienced both from the corridor,
but also from afar.

•

Leveraging the Kirkland technology
community as a source for art. W hile
temporary pieces may embrace
technology as part of the art, long term
works could be inspired by technology
in an “analog” response.

CROSS KIRKLAND CORRIDOR ART INTEGRATION

3.3 Building on the Character of the Corridor

Mixing Zone
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Gardenspot
Activatedcorridor edge

Transitionzone,typ.
Sidewalk zone

Meadow, property
acquisition

Everest Edge

Norkirk Edge

Highlands Pass

A diverse character zone, to the
West of 6th Street, maintained
gardens and lawn, to the east,
naturalistic forest canopy and creek
crossing. Art can shape both spaces
and reinforce the crossing of 6th.
Imagine:

Unique for its two-sided character,
residential to the East, Commercial
to the west, the Masterplan has
a host of elements that can
be shaped by, or become, art.
Opportunities include:

Similar to Yarrow Woods, a
naturalistic, inward focused section
of the trail welcoming art subtly
integrated into the landscape or
as a welcomed juxtaposition. T his
sections character is perhaps the
most “rural escape” along the
entire CKC, and art should respect
and be subservient to that quality.
Visualize:

•

Integration of art into and to define the
6th Street Gardens.

•

Reimaging the existing equipment shed
as the city curated “Kirkland Kurio”.
(See the Scrapbook)

•

Leveraging the site’s hydrology and
Everest Creek for inspiration and
kinetic art.

•

The Norkirk Catwalk, art and
architecture, can embrace the industrial
influence of the adjacent Public-Works
site.

•

Art can become a “trail of
breadcrumbs” to intuitively forge a
connection between the CKC and
downtown Kirkland.

•

Highlighting the “Kirkland Divide” with
a subtle yet interesting point on the
trail where surface water from wetlands
flows both north and south.

•

The “undercrossing” of 85th Street is a
unique opportunity to support (hang)
art interventions and embrace light.

•

Inspire art to address, engage, and
reveal the ecological function of this
stretch of trail.

BIG IDEAS

3.3 Building on the Character of the Corridor
Meet-up plazaandshelter

Art/wayfinding element
Meadow, property
acquisition

Boccecourts

Play Area
Terracedseatingareasand
passive lawn
Lakepromenadewalk and
seatingnodes

Skate& mountainbike
park

Elevatedlakeviewingpier

Meadow
Wildlifehabitat ponds
(enhancement)

Wetlandbufferedge
enhancement

Pickleball courts

I-405 undercrossing

The Active Zone

West Totem Lake Connector

Totem Lake

The active zone is the most “blank
canvas” for art on the CKC. Lacking
a strong character now, art can
be a near term and long term
opportunity to help reimagine
this stretch of the corridor. Just
about anything goes here, with a
particular emphasis on ephemeral
or temporary art as they are
transitions. Opportunities include:

What is now one of the more
challenging stretches of the CKC
can leverage art to become one of
the most unique destinations on the
CKC. The cover provided by the
I -405 crossing can provide weather
protection and superstructure for
art and activities, both ephemeral
and permanent. With its weather
protection, the space can be
home not only to physical art, but
could become a great venue for
performances and events that can
draw people and activity to this
currently underutilized space.

This stretch of the CKC is defiend
and inspired by the connection to
Totem Lake Park and its rich habitat
and ecology. Imagine:

•

Embracing the sides and doors of
exiting warehouses as blank canvases
for curated seasonal murals. (see
scrapbook)

•

Highlighting the new Forbes Creek
Crossing the hydrology that has for so
long been hidden from sight and mind.

•

T he Totem Lake gateways as a piece
of art in itself, seen from afar and
experienced from within.

•

Boardwalks passing around the rich
wetlands. With art integrated into
boardwalk elements for storytelling the
site’s rich ecology.

29
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3.3 Building on the Character of the Corridor
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Totem Lake Park

ST R A T EGI ES

3.4 Reaching Beyond the Corridor
31

The vision for art should not be limited by the corridor itself. As time passes, properties that border the corridor and
once turned their back on it, will evolve to face it. As properties and developments evolve, art can be part of their
evolution, be it as places that are physically shaped by art or additional spaces providing a venue for art.
Adjacent property owners can be encouraged to embrace art as part of their project through planning policies and
incentives, including using the corridor to mitigate some impacts such as green stormwater infrastructure. The recent
Google expansion project illustrates how the corridor and adjacent properties can leverage each other so that the whole
is greater than the sum of its parts, where the public corridor and private Google properties are seamlessly intertwined
to one great public space where users are happily oblivious to property ownership limits and shared-use agreements.
The Google campus also illustrates the process required to seize such opportunities: it has to be a win-win for all
involved.
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3.5 Art Today and in the Future
The Cross Kirkland Corridor will inevitably continue to evolve into
the future, and the master plan illustrates how this evolution may
occur. The inevitable change should not preclude arts investment
on the corridor now. Today’s interim trail can be seen as a venue
for interim art. Several strategies can be used to assure that
inviting art today is a sound choice.

32

• Invest in ephemeral, short-term art. This reduces the cost of art,
accelerates the schedule for art delivery, and allows the art to
be replaced as the corridor evolves.

present

• Locate art where future changes are likely to be less significant.
For example, the master plan identifies apossible transit
envelope that typically runs on the east side of the corridor;
therefore, focusing art on the west side increases the likelihood
it will be out of the way of future impacts. In addition, art
may be installed on public realm adjacent to but outside the
property boundaries of the corridor, such as at Terrace Park or
the historic depot location.
• Create art that evolves with the corridor, including art that can
be moved and potentially reimagined in a new form as the site
evolves.

future

ST R A T EGI ES

3.6 Enhancing the Existing
33

The interim trail has an abundance of new yet interim features such as railings,
stairs, bridge overcrossings and underpasses that can be a canvas for interim art
today, including community-facilitated art projects.

CROSS KIRKLAND CORRIDOR ART INTEGRATION

3.7 Make The Required Inspired
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Significant investment has already been made to the corridor in
its interim state, and additional investment will be forthcoming
as the space involves. Capital will continue to be invested in
the corridor for its maintenance and operation. There is the
opportunity to leverage the investment in required infrastructure
in more creative ways, or even use investment in art to reduce
required investment in regulatory infrastructure.
While there is the opportunity to embrace art and artists with
these elements, there must be a constancy of standard elements
long the corridor. The best way to make the required inspired is
to develop design standards for the corridor, subtle, standardized
elements that enrich the corridor in a meaningful way. It is
recommended the city develop standards for base elements and
furnishings that includes seating, signage, bike racks, and trash
and garbage receptacles. There is an emerging model for these
standards in the common detailing of the access points being
developed by communities along the corridor now.

ST R A T EGI ES

3.8 Corridor-Wide Opportunites
By its very nature, the CKC is a long public space transecting the City. There are opportunities for art elements that
celebrate the unique qualities of the route and the challenges of an active (human-powered) transportation corridor.
Art can be the solution to some of the challenges of using the CKC, but not in an overly prescribed way. Remember,
art brings something different!

1. Portals

2. Navigation and Distance

Art can distinguish primary and secondary access
points from the neighborhoods through which the
CKC passes. Imagine art being part of the solution to
demarcate and guide people to the corridor. These
portals would become intuitive beacons, be they a
series of like elements or a series of different elements
performing a common purpose, shaped by a single
artist or a collection of artists.

At nearly six miles, the CKC is long. Today, it is marked
by the relics of the old railroad mileage, as well as
newly installed City mile markers. Imagine how art
could celebrate and mark the passage up and down the
route through elements iconic or subtle, which create a
cadence.

35
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3.8 Corridor-Wide Opportunities
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3. Storytelling

4. Uncovering Civic Archeology

5. Salvage

The corridor has stories to tell!
History and memories from people
who knew it in the past and people
who use it today. Art can be a
powerful vehicle to tell stories in a
rich and layered way, more so than
interpretive boards or plaques,
which grow dated and stale soon
after posting.

The site’s rich history should be
uncovered and shared. Art can
honor history in a way that gives it
new life and relevancy. There is an
opportunity to share this history in
a way that is uniquely Kirkland.

Preserve artifacts that describe the
heritage of the corridor.

ST R A T EGI ES

3.8 Corridor-Wide Opportunities
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6. Embrace Undercrossings

7. Porches

8. Exposing Ecology

The three significant undercrossings
the corridor moves through
can be made into particularly
noteworthy attributes. The sense of
compression and overhead these
bridges offer can be utilized by
art and with art to make unique
moments. Imagine the opportunity
of the overheads as canvas for
art, framework for suspension of
elements, and screen for projection
of light and images (temporary or
permanent). The undercrossings
can become sought-after
destinations and venues for events
and performances, offering coveted
cover in our rainy climate.

Celebrate views and the natural
beauty while providing reasons to
pause.

The site is blessed with rich
naturalistic landscapes and some
exceptionally valuable ecology.
T here is a chance to greatly
enhance the ecology. However,
the corridor, while naturalistic, is
not natural; its ecology, hydrology
and vegetation are all functions of
human activity. Art can be a way
to both expose and celebrate the
ecology, while acknowledging its
unnatural character.

CROSS KIRKLAND CORRIDOR ART INTEGRATION

3.9 Investing in Artists
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Key strategies
for Art
on the CKC!
Attract significant local, regional and international artists: Art “in” Kirkland
can mean many different things. Art should be inspired by the City and place,
and potentially even designed and fabricated in Kirkland. Imagine an artist-inresidence program on the corridor. As art events and investment grow, invite a
balance of artists from inside and outside the community to shape the CKC. The
CKC should aspire to be a sought-after venue that welcomes and inspires artists
from near and far.
Promote local art: Local art is not merely imported to Kirkland, but is born
of Kirkland. Artists can be homegrown Kirkland artists in the community
now who can help us see and adopt the corridor in a new light, supporting
and supported by the community in which they live and make art.
Regional, national, or international art: It is critical to invite artists from
outside the City to come shape the corridor. Artists, be they regional,
national or international, all bring a different lens though which they are
able to view the City and the corridor. This fresh perspective is critical for
art to not only react to what is, but to also shape “what could be” with
their fresh perspectives.

Significant local, regional, and international artists
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4.1The Art Walk
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Making it Happen!
Shaped by big ideas, public outreach and input, and arts strategies, the Art
Integration Plan is about making art happen on the corridor. To do so, this section
defines art guidelines and policies intended to complement other Kirkland arts
policies with a focus on the CKC.
Arts guidance for the Cross Kirkland Corridor is succinctly guided and
summarized by the Art Walk. At the core of the Art Walk is asimple premise:
a desire to welcome art to the corridor with the recommendation that, as the
investment and duration of an art project increases, so too does the required
oversight by the City in reviewing and managing that art. The Art Walk also
intuitively shows the balance to be struck between different types of art, with
an abundance of lower investment short-term art, and a more limited high
investment permanent public art. At its heart, the Art Walk is intended to simplify
and empower art as a catalyst for shaping community culture on the corridor.

ACTION

THE ART WALK
SPONTANEOUS ART

EPHEMERAL ART

“LIFE” PERFORMANCE

STAKEHOLDER ART + EVENTS
COMMUNITY DRIVEN ART
PERFORMANCE

CURATED ART
PUBLIC OWNED
PRIVATELY ORGANIZED
PRIVATELY DONATED
COMMISSIONED ART
GRANT + CITY FUNDED

PERMANENT PUBLIC ART

GIFTED OR COMMISSIONED

G
U
I
D
A
N
C
E

REALIZATION
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4.2 Welcoming Art
THE ART WALK
SPONTANEOUS ART
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EPHEMERAL ART

“LIFE” PERFORMANCE

REALIZATION

T he corridor aspires to be a place that
invites and displays the creativity and
artistic passion of the community,
from fleeting performances to
displays of short-duration physical
art. The key to welcoming this art
is respect: respect neighbors, limit
noise, and respect the site’s existing
character. Spontaneous art and life
performance should leave no trace;
however, should that intent not be
met, increased management and
regulation could be necessary.

ACTION

“life” performance

spontaneous art
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4.3 Making Art Happen
THE ART WALK

EPHEMERAL ART
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STAKEHOLDER ART + EVENTS
COMMUNITY DRIVEN ART
PERFORMANCE

REALIZATION

T he corridor can be a venue for
planned art events that last from
days to weeks (one month or less),
leveraging the richness of the
site. The CKC can also help build
community by being the home to
community-grown temporary art
projects that help “claim the corridor”
and build increased ownership.
These events may be City initiated
or initiated by the community and
stakeholder groups with the vetting
and support of the City (via the
KCAC and CKC Service Team) to
assure they meet City arts and public
space policy. This also allows the City
to help promote and support these
events. A key part of planning and
approval for these events is a solid
plan for demobilization and a
commitment to leaving the site better
than it was before.

ACTION

community driven
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stakeholder
art & events

ephemeral
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4.4 Funding and Commissioning Art Investment
THE ART WALK

EPHEMERAL ART
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CURATED ART
PUBLIC OWNED
PRIVATELY ORGANIZED
PRIVATELY DONATED
COMMISSIONED ART
GRANT + CITY FUNDED

REALIZATION

As the investment in art on the
corridor increases, the KCAC, CKC
Service Team, and City funding are
increasingly important as the likely
catalyst for these events. Planning for
such events a year or more in advance
and pursuing funding is critical. The
ambitions of these events also grows,
with the opportunity to craft art calls
of adequate stature to garner regional
and potentially national attention.
As part of this, the artist-selection
process may be broadened to expand
the reach and attractiveness of the
art calls. Short-term art opportunities
can significantly grow the stature
of the arts in Kirkland and allow
artistic experimentation while
still unburdened by the cost and
complexities of permanent public art
pieces.

ACTION

curated art

short-term commissioned art
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4.5 Funding & Commissioning Permanent Art
THE ART WALK

EPHEMERAL ART
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PERMANENT PUBLIC ART
GIFTED OR COMMISSIONED

REALIZATION

More than a high level of initial
investment, introducing permanent
art to the corridor brings a much
greater planning expectation of how
the art will be an appropriate addition
and reflection of the community.
Additionally, the art element must
be constructed for longevity
and managed and maintained in
perpetuity (30 years is the typical
assumed life of such art). With the
challenge of permanence and the
increased investment, utilize the
most robust City review process,
likely including a diversity of City
departments and public stakeholders.

ACTION

curated art

short-term commissioned art
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The Art Integration Plan lays out many strategies and ideas for how art can shape the City
and the corridor. As it comes time to empower art on the corridor in real, tangible ways,
those strategies can be measured against some simple considerations.
• I s the art and artist being empowered to “bring something different”?

• I s there an opportunity for the art (or the influence of the art) to reach beyond the
corridor?
• Will the art enhance and shape City culture in ways big or small?
• I s the art shaped by and responding to the unique qualities of the CKC and Kirkland?
• I s the proposal being developed with consideration of the many different types of media
or performance types that art can entail?

• I s the art clearly Public, with a capital “P”?
• I s the proposal responding appropriately to its unique character zone on the CKC?
• Can the proposal leverage existing site infrastructure, arts investment, or planned capital
investments in the corridor to “elevate” the required to the inspired?
• If focused on or inspired by history, does the proposed intervention merely regurgitate
fact, or does it craft an enriching, compelling story?

• Can it evolve to reward repeat trips to the corridor?
• Does the proposal engage or is it inspired by the surrounding physical condition and
ecology?
• I s the art an appropriate “volume” (loud or quiet) for its proposed location?
• Does the art work move you? Has the artist awed and surprised you and allowed you to
see things in a new, unexpected light?

ACTION

4.6 In Considering Art...
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a. Mechanisms and structures for meaningful art integration:
i. Build Budgets: Start small and build
1. Pilot projects should be funded from general planning funds. These can be temporary projects or events, but
probably not permanent works. If successful, these projects can build support for adedicated art budget for the
CKC related to capital funding, and ideally for a fund that will persist after the CKC is completed.
ii.

Build appetite: Start easy and move to challenge
1. Art can be acrucial aspect of the CKC, used to develop asense of place, mark key sites, enliven areas of less
interest or beauty, and excite the public.
2. Art must also be supported for its own sake. Art seen only as a functional tool will often fail as both a tool and
art. Art can bring unexpected viewpoints and new authorship to the site. While art should support the general
goals of the CKC, it can vary from them or create new ideas without undercutting the general project.

iii.

Processes for managing Public art with a capitol “P”
1. Managing arts donations: Donations can be part of a robust public art program but must be carefully managed.
Accepting works of art creates public responsibility to care for the works; donated works should support the
broader goals of the public art program. All potential donations should be carefully vetted by City staff and
approved by the KCAC and CKC Service Team. Donors should be encouraged to read and understand the public
Art Integration Plan for the CKC and work to support its goals.

ACTION

4.7 Guidelines (CKC Specific)
b. Funding considerations
Central to realizing the elements in this Art Integration Plan, is the need to invest in arts funding. This section identifies
avariety of funding considerations and opportunities, however, it is critical to understand that if art is truly of cultural
value of the city of Kirkland, that value requires city funding. Funding art includes the funding of artists and art
fabrications, but it also includes the “soft-costs” of city staff to coordinate and build support for arts in the community.
As arts are funded by the city as a demonstration of a community value, it becomes much easier to leverage those funds
from outside sources, through philanthropy, grants, and even becoming home to more arts institutions and venues. For
“outside” investors to increasingly support arts in Kirkland, there will be a desire to see the city’s commitment to art in its
budgeting and expenditures.
i. Capital set-asides:

1. Kirkland, as many cities do, has a 1% for art guideline, setting aside a portion of a capital project budgets, as
a catalyst for investing in art in the city. This is a great tool to realize art on the CKC and the city as a whole!
However, 1% for arts alone will not strengthen Kirkland as a city of arts. Capital set-asides typically only apply to
certain portions of certain capital budgets. This allows the opportunity for artist integration into civic projects
beyond those guidelines. Make art engagement part of a City Project Ethic, a culture that permeates city hall to
include artist participation beyond the 1%, which can come with increased flexibility on how art and artists are
engaged.
2. Investments of art from 1% typically manifest themselves in fixed, permanent art at a designated project site.
However, a 1% arts investment can also result in mobile or movable elements, thereby allowing the city use capital
investments from aproject in one area of the city, to create mobile art or art program element that can be moved
around the whole of the city to serve a much broader population. With art opportunities on the CKC welcoming
mobile interventions, such opportunities could be realized by leveraging arts dollars from more distant projects.
Think mobile performance venue or amobile artist-in-residence studio that is budgeted from aproject in one
neighborhood, enriching the lives of residents at events all around the city, including on the CKC!
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4.7 Guidelines (CKC Specific)
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ii. Leveraging public works projects (artist as participant)
1. Design team artists can consult on larger projects without taking on larger fabrication and installation costs. By
integrating artists with the design team, the project can include their input on infrastructural projects built as part
of the general program for the CKC.
iii. Philanthropy
1. Donations are discussed above. Philanthropy has played a major role in funding public art around the Northwest,
with the Western Washington University sculpture collection as a prime example. Philanthropic initiatives should
be supported and guided toward investments that complement the public projects on the CKC.
iv. Collaborating with other cities on grants.

c. Engaging artists
i.Selection process/structure: Artists should be selected through acombination of invitational and open calls issued as
RFQs. R F P s have several problems, including uncompensated labor, unfamiliarity with the project site and goals among
responding artists, and tying the City too early to a specific project. Site-specific projects are best developed once an
artist is under contract and can devote time and resources to research, conceptual development, and site integration.
1. Curatorial process: A curator or artist in residence can develop acuratorial plan building upon the Art Integration
Plan. They may directly select artists for temporary projects and events, and develop invitational calls and open
RFQs for permanent works.
2. Staff-led: Calls are issued by City staff, building on the Art Integration Plan. A City project manager should work
to issue contracts, manage conceptual and design development, and oversee fabrication and installation, working
with the artist as the lead contractor.
3. Consultant-led: Similar to staff-led, but managed by external specialists in art and project management. Also
allows greater possibility of developing a consistent conceptual approach to the art program.

ACTION

4.7 Guidelines (CKC Specific)
ii. Managing artist process and art creation
1. Artists should be allowed enough time to develop truly site-responsive works which support the broader goals of
the CKC.

2. Once selected, artists should meet with City staff and project managers, the KCAC, and selected stakeholders.
3. Projects should be presented at concept stage to the above for advice and approval.
4. Permanent projects should be installed, if possible, alongside the capital improvements on their sites and under
the same permits.
d. Managing art
i. Once it’s there, maintain and leverage it.
ii.Maintenance budgets separate from capital funds are crucial and very often underfunded relative to percent-for-art
programs. Art should be considered from a long-term maintenance view as it is being developed, and funds should be
identified sufficient to maintain all commissions and donations.
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4.8 Art Policy (City of Kirkland)
Please refer to www.kirklandwa.gov for the most recently adopted City of Kirkland Public Art Policy Guidelines
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SCRAPBOOK!
The scrapbook is the opportunity to catalog some of the great ideas from this planning
process as a starting point for a wealth of new inspiration from the many artists who will
shape the Cross Kirkland Corridor.
Inevitably, through this process, many ideas are shared, from vague and broad, to specific
and ... well, crazy!
The scrapbook can be a living thing as new ideas continue to emerge. There are already
too many ideas to fully share each, but within this section are some examples that reflect
the range of possibility on the CKC. More ideas are documented in Exhibits A and B as
part of this document.

SCRAPBOOK
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ART NOW!
The scrapbook starts with the hopes of a real event, a celebration of completion of this
planning process and a celebration of this Art Integration Plan becoming a catalyst for art
on the Cross Kirkland Corridor moving forward.
Phantasmagoria: A community-powered festival of light celebrating art on the Cross
Kirkland Corridor. Envisioned for September or October of 2016, this inaugural festival
transforms the CKC into a linear, lighted festival experience. Kirklandites will participate in
free lantern-making workshops enriching the community experience in creative activities,
while also shining a light on the artistic community in Kirkland and the region, all to inspire
further interest and participation in the arts.
The community creations will culminate in a festival with multiple organic starting points
proceeding to a designated epicenter with more lantern-making booths, music, lighted
dance performances, and a community-powered light spectacle.

SCRAPBOOK
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SCRAPBOOK
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Kirkland Curio
While much of the corridor has been scrubbed of
the equipment of its railroad past, one beautiful,
utilitarian cabinet remains. Imagine the introverted,
unnoticed, utilitarian structure reimagined through
minimal interventions of applied graphics and new
viewing windows, as a curio cabinet with monthly
curated exhibits (managed by the KCAC) that
could range from community members displaying
their passions, to artists having a mini gallery,
to artists-in-residence crafting their art on the
corridor.

CROSS KIRKLAND CORRIDOR ART INTEGRATION

INDUSTRIAL CANVAS, Molly Dilworth, Fort Industry, 2015
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SCRAPBOOK

forms of
art on
the CKC!
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F i rst public outreach session on November 16, 2015

APPENDICES

SITE SPECIFIC
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WHAT MAKES KIRKLAND SPECIAL?

APPENDICES
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MAP
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APPENDICES
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APPENDICES

EVENTS AND TEMPORARY PROJECTS
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ENVIRONMENTAL

APPENDICES
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APPENDICES

F i rst public outreach session on November 16, 2015
CROSS KIRKLAND CORRIDOR

Art Integration Plan

VISION

VISION

Corridor = Physical
+
Community = Cultural

Art,
the CKC and
Kirkland Culture !

VISION

VISION

Leverage Kirkland
Art Infrastructure + What’s Unique
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VISION

What makes
Kirkland
Special?
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PLACE

physical place
and opportunities
of CKC !

THE INTERIM TRAIL… AND BEYOND

PLACE

PLACE

Build on Character Zones
+
Capitalize on the CORRIDOR!

ART TO HONOR PLACE

VOLUME! (SHOULD RANGE FROM 1-10)

APPENDICES
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VOLUME! (SHOULD RANGE FORM 1-10)

CONNECTIONS & PORTALS

CONNECTIONS & PORTALS

CONNECTIONS & PORTALS

CROSSINGS AND COMPRESSIONS

CROSSINGS AND COMPRESSIONS
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ACTIVATIONS AND ADJACENCIES

CIVIC ARCHEOLOGY

CIVIC ARCHEOLOGY

EXPOSING ECOLOGY

MAKE THE REQUIRED INSPIRED

COMPRESSION AND OVERHEAD

APPENDICES
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VENUE OR PASSAGE? (OR BOTH?)

VENUE OR PASSAGE? (OR BOTH?)

CAPITALIZE ON THE EXISTING!

CAPITALIZE ON THE EXISTING! (CREATE PLACE)

HONORING PLACE

ART

ART Provides
something
different!
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ART

PERMANENT

the possible!

Redmond’s Erratic, John Fleming

PERMANENT

APPENDICES
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ENVIRONMENTAL

SITE SPECIFIC

ENVIRONMENTAL

ENVIRONMENTAL

TEMPORARY (ENVIRONMENTAL TOO!)

APPENDICES

TEMPORARY (ENVIRONMENTAL TOO!)

ENVIRONMENTAL

ENVIRONMENTAL

TEMPORARY

TEMPORARY

TEMPORARY
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TEMPORARY

TEMPORARY

TEMPORARY (CURATED)

TEMPORARY (CURATED)

EVENTS (MOBILE)

MOBILE (EVENT)

Jon Rubin, Freemobile

Janet Zweig, Mobile A rt Center

APPENDICES

MOBILE (EVENT)

EVENTS

EPHEMERAL

Candy Chang, Career Path

EPHEMERAL

EPHEMERAL

Michael Horsham, Pixel W all

EPHEMERAL
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EPHEMERAL

EPHEMERAL

PERFORMANCE AND EVENTS

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

EVENT

APPENDICES

EVENT

EVENT

EVENT

EVENT

DIGITAL

DIGITAL
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START SMALL… BUILD...

ART

ART NOW!

Discuss…

APPENDICES

Second public outreach session on January 20, 2016
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APPENDICES
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APPENDICES
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APPENDICES
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APPENDICES
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APPENDICES

Second public outreach session on January 20, 2016

CROSS KIRKLAND CORRIDOR

Art Integration Plan

What’s the Point!

Art,
the CKC and
Kirkland Culture !

What we’ve learned!

What we’ve learned!

Art on the
Cross Kirkland Corridor…
NOW and in the FUTURE,
SIMPLE and ELABORATE,
always UNIQUELY KIRKLAND!

What’s the Point!

Corridor = Physical
+
Community = Cultural

What we’ve learned!
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What we’ve learned!

What we’ve learned!

What we’ve learned!

Emerging themes…
• Art types
• Art inspirations
Specific ideas…
• Super specific
• Some crazy
• All Great!

Jon Rubin, Freemobile

Janet Zweig, Mobile Art Center

What we’ve learned!

What we’ve learned!

What we’ve learned!

What makes
Kirkland
Special?
Candy Chang, Career Path

Michael Horsham, Pixel W all
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What we’ve learned!

Emerging Themes

Kirkland is…

Significant local, Regional and
international artists!

Emerging Themes

Emerging Themes

Corridor-wide art opportunities
Portals
Navigation
Distance
Storytelling

Reaching beyond the corridor

Emerging Themes

Art for today and for the future
Art on the interim trail
Art evolving to a growing corridor

Emerging Themes

Embracing undercrossings
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Emerging Themes

Enhancing interim improvements

Emerging Themes

Build on Character Zones
+
Capitalize on the CORRIDOR!

Scrapbook

Emerging Themes

Make the required…Inspired

Scrapbook

SCRAPBOOK!
Kirkland Curio

APPENDICES
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Scrapbook

Making it happen!

Making it happen!
As duration and
investment in art increase,
Guidance of art on the
corridor increases

Industrial Canvas
Molly Dilworth, Fort Industry, 2015

Making it happen!

Making it happen!

Making it happen!
Make art happen:
• welcome
interventions
• Recognize its
limitations
• Add art, but with a
plan in place for its
decommissioning
• Recognizing the city
manages the CKC
• Let the CAC know
what you’re doing
to shape a culture
and character of
the CKC so they
can help spread the
word!

“Life” performance

Spontaneous art
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Making it happen!

Making it happen!

Making it happen!
Fund art and events:
• Art investment by
city and
stakeholders
• Starting small and
building to
proactively shape
the culture of
Kirkland
• Planned and
funded events
should be proposed
and approved by
the CAC
• The CAC can
support and
promote through a
simple, efficient
process.

Community driven art

Performance

Stakeholder art & events

Making it happen!

Making it happen!

Making it happen!
Fund, Commission &
Welcome Art:
• Introductions of
short-term arts
investment
(seasonal to multiyear)
• Involvement of the
CAC is critical at
many stages:
• funding
• artist selection
• art approval
• and planning
for art
mobilization
and
demobilization

Curated art

Short –term
Commissioned art

APPENDICES

Making it happen!

Making it happen!

Permanent public art

Making it happen!
Fund, Commission &
Welcome Art:
• With permanent art
elements the level
of guidance
increases
• The CAC continues
to be critical
• Other city entities
get involved in the
artist funding, artist
selection and art
review.
• A well-planned art
review process is
followed including:
• Funding plan
• Artist
procurement
• Public Process
• Mgmt.. of
resulting works.

Permanent gifted art

Making it happen!

Making it happen!

Making it happen!

ART NOW!

ART NOW!

•
•

Homegrown Art

1. What are you most excited
about?

Build Arts Appetites

•
•

Making it happen!

Art on the
Cross Kirkland Corridor…

An arts empowered community

Grow ART!
•

119

Build Arts Budgets

Seek out and welcome fresh perspectives & voices

Making it happen!

Art on the
Cross Kirkland Corridor…

Art on the
Cross Kirkland Corridor…

2. What near-term art presence
on the CKC are you excited to
help make happen? How can
you help make that happen?

3. What long-term (major arts
investment) are you most excited
to work toward? How can you
help make that happen?

Discuss…
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•
•
•

Make big signs on CKC more attractive
Put more thought and money into the signage on the trail
Add character zone distinctions on the CKC so people know the environment they are in. Can be
done with slight variations of trail standards.

•
•
•

Character zone signs should reflect the character of the place
Wayfinding is critical to usability of the corridor as a transportation corridor
Portals should be well developed so they can serve as “Let’s meet at….” locations

Access
•
•
•

CKC needs to be more accessible to all users – add more benches
Add pull over spots for people to gather
Incorporate some benches along the way for the elderly and for those with little kids…rest areas
so to speak – these could be artistic pieces (emailed comment)

Community Engagement
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Use art as a way to help people navigate CKC. Have art serve as place making for community
engagement.
Excited about the opportunity to engage the community. Use art as a way to draw people into
the space. Don’t forget about Performance Art and Digital Media. Have art be more than a
sculpture.
Regular events on the trail like concerts
Set up a ‘suggest a project program’ like the neighborhood safety program. Revisit ideas
submitted once a year to prioritize.
Prioritize art happening at the crossings as a way to draw attention to the CKC. People who
aren’t on the trail notice and realize there is a Corridor.
Corridor needs things to draw people in and add to active engagement
Develop a virtual scrapbook
Art walk on corridor

Art Integration
•
•

•

Change the name to Arts instead of Art Integration Plan to emphasis the incorporation of all Art
forms.
Have usable kid art – benchmarks that will motivate kids to reach certain destinations along the
way where they can interact with the art. I love the sound park at Redmond Town Ctr. Low
sound would be good given it’s in a neighborhood (emailed comment)
The plan emphasizes that the art should fit the place, and I very much agree. For example, I
would not want to see a bright orange, abstract, modern sculpture in Highlands Pass. The plan
also says that citizens will be asked for input, and I think this is important. While there will never
be unanimous agreement, outreach can help avoid art choices that the majority of people don't
support. (emailed comment)

APPENDICES

Comments from August 30, 2016 Public Meeting
•
•

•
•

Use artists from the surrounding area (emailed comment)
A tasteful community board might be nice – a place at one of the main entries where adults or
kids can enter pieces and have them displayed. Change them every month or so. (emailed
comment)
Consideration of type of art in right place. Art shouldn’t attract or be too overwhelming
Managing of Public/Private Partnerships so private companies along the trail follow community
vision of art on their private property seen by trail users. How to curate or edit this art

•
•
•

Art at crossings important – like the railroad trestle
Use of found objects
The metal culvert just above 6th should be considered in "make the required inspired". Great
chance to make something pleasant or even fun. (emailed comment)

•

We support the addition of art to the Trail and would like to collaborate in the planning and
decision-making process with the Kirkland Cultural Arts Commission and city staff, especially as
it transitions to more ambitious and community defining permanent art installations. We fully
support the AIP’s outline of soliciting community involvement and especially 3.2 of the AIP
addressing ‘Honor the Corridor’. We see the value of the addition of short-term as well as
permanent art to the Trail as long as the art:
▪
▪
▪

Enhances and does not detract from the current natural beauty and setting of
the Trail;
Does not negatively impact the environmentally sensitive areas of the Trail nor
destroy native plant growth; and
Is reasonable in cost and does not reduce higher prioritized CKC budget items,
such as large projects connections, surface water projects, general maintenance
and safety on the Trail. (Letter from Save our Trail)

Making it Happen (e.g. Funding)
•
•
•
•
•

Try to incorporate art into neighborhood projects
Add art into architecture of CKC
How can we fundraise for art on the trail – Kirkland Parks Foundation.
Funding shouldn’t take away from other maintenance or safety projects
Present adopted plan to ERC to have Kirkland be seen as a leader
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